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Chaos is not pretty it is like feeling a hundred things, hearing a hundred voices, and somewhere in
the riot we tend to lose ourselves and lose direction in our heads. This book is the truth, it is
everything we have been feeling and running away from for so long.
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I had only found out about Robert M. Drake by stumbling upon his Instagram page (rmdrk), what a
happy accident. Then, I had found out he had written books, so I decided I needed to get my hands
on at least one of them.This book in particular is a hauntingly beautiful collection of poems and
thoughts. It draws you into his mentality and makes you never want to leave. He writes of love and
life so passionately, as if the emotion and experience are sacred things to be treasured at all times.It
is quite short, so I finished in one sitting, but it left a huge impression. They way he strings words
together are just so breathtaking. At this point, Iâ€™m just about willing to read anything he writes.
By the end, if I had to choose one word to describe this gorgeousness of a book it would be
â€œpretty.â€• It is just so pretty. - Bianca B.

I spent money on this, which I could've set on fire for a more purposeful expenditure. Speaking of
burning things, let's read one of his poems."Burn away and burn every burning sorrow that burns
you like a burning star and awaken all that you would burn for to burn away every burning star."I
don't know about you, but I have a headache now. Someone give this guy a thesaurus, please.Also,
one of the best poems of the book:"And every magic moment brought her closer to her

dreams."That is not a complete sentence nor is it poetry. I'm really disappointed with this book. It got
so much praise that I thought it would have been good. I couldn't stomach anymore, so I stopped
before I hit the end. Maybe there's a few gold nuggets in there, but you have to dig through some
aweful stuff to find it. I didn't find any.

it's like reading your own questions, bemusings and thoughts out loud. Love the open, non-steering
way of writing as much as the dark and rough edges in some poems.

Since I first saw this title, I thought it would be a good book. I was wrong. It is a great book! Robert
M. Drake seems not to talk with words, but rather imagination and feeling. He compares little things
we skim over to things like oceans and stars.

the availability, pricing and shipping of this product were great. the book itself is great! i have it on
my coffee table at home available for everyone to experience RM Drake's writing..

It has been a long time since I have read contemporary poetry that actually spoke to me. I really
enjoyed this collection and at times had to slow myself down because poetry isn't meant to be read
quickly.

Absolutely amazing. Deep and beautiful writing. I recommend this book, I look forward to reading his
other work.

I chanced upon Robert M Drake's works on Instagram and fell in love with the snippets of his
poems. I badly wanted a copy of his books, so when I finally have one in my hands I devoured it like
crazy. Why did I only give it three stars? Let's just say I expected too much, and I was not super
impressed of the contents of this book. It wasn't as lyrical as I hoped it to be. But I did enjoy it, and
would like to read more of his works and see how his talent develops and evolves through time.Here
are some of my favorites:In The EyesOne dayyou will makepeacewith yourdemons,and the chaosin
your heartwillsettle flat.And maybefor the first timein your life...Life will smileright back at
youandwelcomeyou home.Look Deeperxxxdo not be afraid when the starscollide towards the
darkness,because sometimes,the most beautiful thingsbegin in chaos.
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